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EYES ONLY
CLASSIFIED
NAME: GO-CHO DMITRI SORKIN
FACTION: Dragon’s Fury
REGIMENT: The Brotherhood
VEHICLE: JESII Missile
Carrier

Record No
DA-127-01

DOB: 10/09/3104
HAIR: Lt. Brown
EYES: Brown

Dmitri Sorkin is a direct pure-blood descendent of
Russian immigrants that first colonized the world of
Tikonov. This colony eventually led to the formation
of the interstellar empire known as the Grand Tikonov
Union. Though it has been eight hundred years since
the Grand Tikonov Union lost its battle for supremacy
and was subsumed by more larger, more powerful empires,
hard-line decedents of the original colonists still
talk about those lost glory days. Even now, they talk
of someday taking back Tikonov and reclaiming their

VEHICLE: JESII STRATEGIC MISSILE CARRIER
Serial Number: DC229-36RJ

Record No
DA-127-02

Mass: 95 tons
Mvt. Type: Tracked
Power Plant: 285 Pitban
Cruising Speed: 22 kph
Maximum Speed: 32 kph
Armor: 190 DAV
Armament:
4 FarFire LRM 20 Racks
2 FarFire LRM 10 Racks

Record No
rightful place among the stars.
DA-127-01
Dmitri couldn’t care less. As quickly as he could
leave his parents and what he calls “their interminable,
worthless chatter,” he did so, booking passage into
Prefecture III. There, he found a cause — and more
importantly one that he believes might actually succeed
in his lifetime — that of Katana Tormark and her
Dragon’s Fury. His parents’ “endless chatter” did do one
thing for him: it primed him to crave a mission, suiting
him perfectly for The Brotherhood.
Though green and still learning the ropes, it
appears that the now-disinherited Sorkin will make a
fine vehicle pilot. He’s young enough that, presented
with a more attractive cause — ours — he could be turned
and molded to our purposes.

Commentary:

Record No
DA-127-02

Along with the JES Tactical Missile Carrier,
the JESII Strategic Missile Carrier is Joint Equipment Systems
attempt to recapture the specialty market of support missile
carriers after losing it in the 3050s. However, unlike the
JES Tactical Carrier which, due to its specialized design, was
not well received, the JESII Strategic Carrier was universally
accepted. Even though the design premiered right at the end
of the Word of Blake Jihad, every House, and even some
Periphery realms and Clans, purchased significant quantities
of the design.
DC229-36RJ was originally fielded in the Free Worlds League
and fought on the world Regulus as two claimants for the House
Marik throne clashed. It went on to see combat on several other
League worlds, including Marik. When elements from the Free
Worlds Legionnaires accidentally jumped across The Republic
border, all of their equipment was seized before they were
repatriated. The current pilot, Dmitri Sorkin, has named his
vehicle “Hellfire.”

